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Abstract
Background: The trend in neurosurgery is towards awake craniotomy in a suitable patient to minimize the risk of 
anesthesia, allow intraoperative monitoring of the patient’s function and reduce operative morbidity. This has not been 
widely utilized in poor resource settings like our center where both human and material resources are limited. 
Aim: The aim of this review is to document the challenges and prospects of awake craniotomy in resource-poor set-
tings.
Methodology: The Federal Teaching Hospital Ido-Ekiti is located in a suburban community in South Western Nigeria 
with minimally active neurosurgical practice due to limited human and material resources. Two patients with right 
frontal brain tumor abutting on the motor cortex had awake craniotomy and gross total tumor excision under low dose 
sedation with propofol and local anesthesia.
Results: Both patients complained of tolerable discomfort during bone work. We achieved a gross total tumor excision 
in both cases and there was no need to convert to general anesthesia. Both patients were fully awake at the end of their 
surgery and there was an improvement in their headache and hemiparesis. 
Conclusion: Awake craniotomy is commonly practiced in well-established neurosurgical facilities across the globe but 
it should be considered as an option in resource-poor settings in suitable patients to reduce operative morbidity and 
pressure on the limited human and material resources.  
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Introduction

Awake craniotomy is a well-established procedure used during surgery for intracranial 
masses that involve or abut on eloquent brain regions but this practice is still very lim-
ited in our region due to non-availability of both human and material resources[1,2]. It 
is defined as craniotomy in an awake patient although the patient does not need to be 
awake throughout the procedure. Awake craniotomy is growing in popularity among 
neurosurgeons, to the extent that it has been suggested that it should be used for all 
brain tumor excisions[3]. Traditional indications for awake craniotomy with intra-opera-
tive mapping and monitoring include preservation of motor and language functions[1,4]. 
Awake craniotomy with intra-operative mapping and monitoring has been reported to 
be associated with better neurological outcome, more extensive tumor resection, and 
shorter length of hospital stay[5-7]. The acquisition of electro-cortical mapping tools used 
for the detection and sparing of eloquent brain regions is not feasible to all centers, most 
especially those in the developing countries[8]. Neuroanesthesia in awake craniotomy 
is important for keeping the patient cooperative during the mapping phase as well as 
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for decreasing the physical and psychological stress associated 
with this procedure[2,7]. Patients operated using awake craniot-
omy are not exposed to possible complications associated with 
general anesthesia and awake craniotomy can be performed as 
an outpatient procedure[9]. Experienced neuroanesthetists usual-
ly developed a preferred technique but there are no significant 
differences in outcome of the various anesthetic protocols for 
awake craniotomy[6,10-12]. Local anesthesia is the corner stone of 
any awake craniotomy technique, and this is typically provided 
by means of a scalp block, which if performed well with agents 
such as Bupivacaine, Levobupivacaine or Ropivacaine, can pro-
vide good and safe analgesia for eight hours or longer[3,8,11]. In-
dications for awake craniotomy have only focused on the tumor 
location without consideration of available resources in different 
neurosurgical center which is the main factor affecting neurosur-
gical practice in our region. The aim of this review is to docu-
ment the challenges, benefits and prospects of awake cranioto-
my in a resource-poor setting.

Study Location
The Federal Teaching Hospital, Ido-Ekiti is located in a subur-
ban community in South Western Nigeria. Neurosurgery prac-
tice has been minimally active in our center due to limited hu-
man and material resources. The Centre has the basic cranial set 
and diathermy machine. There is no rigid head holder, neuro-
physiological monitor or neuroimaging facility. We have four 
bedded intensive care unit with only one functioning mechanical 
ventilator. We do not have access to neuro-anesthetist with ex-
perience in awake craniotomy. There is a limited resource for 
optimal neurosurgery practice in our Centre which necessitated 
modification of our practice to optimize our limited facilities. 
We commenced awake craniotomy to facilitate active neurosur-
gical services.

Patients
Two patients with right frontal brain tumours abutting on the 
motor cortex were recruited in July 2018 for the commencement 
of awake craniotomy. The first patient is a fifty-six-year-old man 
with right frontal meningioma (figure 1) and Karnofsky Per-
formance Score (KPS) 50. The second patient is a sixty-year-
old woman with a right frontal metastatic brain tumor (figure 
2) and Karnofsky Performance Score (KPS) 30. Both tumours 
were abutting on the motor cortex. These patients had the awake 
craniotomy and gross total tumor excision. The details of the 
surgery and theatre environment were explained to the patients 
and their relatives. Consent was taken for awake craniotomy and 
tumor excision. Both patients had scalp hair shaved with electric 
clippers a day prior to their surgery. Oral anticonvulsants were 
given with sips of water at 6:00 am on the day of surgery to 
prevent intra-operative seizures because both patients were on 
anticonvulsants[13].

Figure 1: Case one with right frontal meningioma

Figure 2: Case two with right frontal metastatic brain tumour

Intraoperative Management
Oxygen was supplemented through a nasal cannula. Urinary 
catheter and Paul’s tube were used for the female and male pa-
tients respectively. They was sedated with 5 ml of IV 1% propo-
fol bolus for scalp nerve block. A local anesthetic solution was 
prepared with 10 ml of 0.5% bupivacaine, 10 ml of 2% xylo-
caine with adrenaline and 20 ml of sterile water for injection to 
make 40 ml of local anaesthesia which contains 0.5% xylocaine 
and 0.125% Bupivacaine.
 Ipsilateral supraorbital, supratrochlear, auriculotempo-
ral, zygomaticotemporal, posterior auricular branches of greater 
auricular nerve, greater and lesser occipital nerves were blocked 
and additional infiltration of the incision line was achieved with 
the local anesthetic solution. Sterile surgical drapes were applied 
to isolate the operation site. Patients were awake during scalp 
incision until the completion of the craniotomy. The craniotomy 
was achieved with four Burrholes made with Hudson brace and 
perforator and connected with Gigli saw. Repeat sedation was 
done with 3 ml of IV 1% propofol for dural opening. Patients 
were awake throughout the remaining part of the surgery. The 
patient was monitored with multiparameter monitor to deter-
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mine the SPO2, Pulse rate, Blood Pressure and the mean arte-
rial blood pressure. The head stabilization was achieved with 
the assistant surgeon’s hand when necessary and handheld brain 
retractor was used for brain retraction. The patients’ function 
was monitored intraoperatively with verbal communication and 
examination of the affected hemibody. Anesthetist was available 
for patient monitoring and prepared for conversion to general 
anesthesia if indicated. The patients, their spouses and relations 
were interviewed after the surgery. We used paracetamol as an 
adjunct analgesic for our perioperative analgesia. 

Results

The patents and their relations were all motivated to participate 
in the commencement of awake craniotomy in our center despite 
limited facility. Both patients complained of tolerable discom-
fort during bone work. We achieved gross total tumor excision 
in both cases. The duration of surgery was about three hours 
for each. There was no need for conversion to general anesthe-
sia or intraoperative seizures. Both patients were fully awake at 
the end of their surgery and there was an improvement of their 
hemiparesis. The patients had their post-operative cranial CT 
scan within 24 hours post operation at a medical facility which 
is about 90 minutes’ drive from our center. The post-operative 
cranial CT scan showed gross total tumor excision in both cases. 
The patients had progressive improvement in their Karnofsky 
Performance Score (KPS). The fifty-six-year-old man with right 
frontal meningioma and pre-operative KPS 50 was discharged 
home on post-operative day 5 with KPS 80 while the sixty-year-
old woman with right frontal metastatic brain tumor and pre-op-
erative KPS 30 was discharged home on post-operative day 8 
with KPS 70. Both patients have returned to their premorbid 
activities with KPS 100 at outpatient clinic review five months 
post operation.

Discussion

Awake craniotomy is one of the new trends in neurosurgery 
designed to minimize risk of anesthesia, allow intraoperative 
monitoring of the patient’s function and reduce operative mor-
bidity[1,14]. The trend may be limited in poor resource settings as 
our center where both human and material resources are lim-
ited. We tried to experiment awake craniotomy with readiness 
to convert to general anesthesia when needed. We selected two 
patients who presented with right frontal brain tumor adjacent to 
the motor cortex. The success of awake craniotomy is related to 
good patient selection along with experienced neuroanesthetist 
and intra-operative neurophysiological monitors which are not 
available in our centre[6].
 Adequate preoperative evaluation of the neuroimaging 
which includes the assessment of the tumour margin and resect-
ability without significant risk of neurological deficit and optimal 
planning with the patients on what is expected intra-operatively 
could have been responsible for successful awake craniotomy in 
our centre[7,15]. The goal of awake craniotomy in reducing oper-
ative morbidity and anesthetic risk with optimal tumor resection 
was achieved in our initial successful awake craniotomies. There 
was no need for postoperative intensive care unit admission 
and both patients were able to travel for post-operative cranial 

CT scan within 24 hours of their surgery[1]. The patients com-
plained of tolerable discomfort during bone work but they were 
not suggesting further sedation[11]. The patients did not express 
any regret participating in the awake craniotomy technique[16]. 
They reported they would undergo the awake craniotomy again 
if necessitated in the future and will recommend it for others pa-
tients[17]. Awake craniotomy is evolving as a procedure of choice 
in well-established neurosurgical facilities across the globe and 
this can also be a viable trend in our region[14].
 Non-availability of experienced anesthetists and appro-
priate equipment has been a challenge in resource-poor settings 
but modification of the procedure based on the available resourc-
es will make it a viable option to reduce operative morbidity and 
reduce pressure on the limited medical and surgical facilities.  
There is no consensus regarding the ideal anesthetic technique 
for awake craniotomy, but the common target for all techniques 
is to facilitate maximum possible tumor resection with preser-
vation of normal brain function[8]. Our minimal patient sedation 
and judicious use of local anesthetic solution for scalp nerves 
block provided us with the means of achieving the desired end 
result without compromising patients’ functions[14]. We used low 
dose propofol to achieve light sedation and avoid respiratory de-
pression[11]. Unilateral scalp block was achieved with 40 ml of 
the local anesthetic solution prepared with 10 ml of 0.5% plain 
bupivacaine, 10 ml of 2% xylocaine with adrenaline and 20 ml 
of sterile water for injection to make the solution which contains 
0.5% xylocaine and 0.125% bupivacaine to reduce the risk of 
drug toxicity[12,18,19]. This low dose protocol allowed craniotomy 
using scalp block and sedation with unsupported airway[8]. Non 
availability of rigid head holder made us avoid the use of rigid 
brain retractor to avoid traction injury to the brain in case the 
patient moved the head against the rigid brain retractor. We use 
handheld brain retractor which could be easily relaxed in case 
the patient moved.
 Electrophysiological monitoring is central to the neu-
rological outcome of awake craniotomy and tumour excision in 
eloquent brain regions but this facility is not available in our 
hospital at the moment[6]. The use of intraoperative neurological 
examination was used to reduce the risk of neurological damage. 
There is significant limitation of the neurological examination 
alone and this should be used as an adjunct to brain mapping to 
prevent permanent neurological deficit[9]. 
 The short post-operative hospital stay and ability to 
nurse the patients on a general ward reduced the cost of care 
for the patients and made the procedure more acceptable to the 
patients and their relatives but the time of discharge should be 
tailored based on the patient pre and post-operative clinical and 
radiological factors[20,21]. The practice of Awake Craniotomy has 
widened to include routine procedures that do not involve awake 
functional cortical mapping or electrophysiological recordings 
like stereotactic brain biopsy, ventriculostomy, the evacuation 
of intracranial hematomas and drainage of intra-cerebral ab-
scess[9,22]. Awake craniotomy is increasing as a viable option for 
supratentorial lesions. This review renew hope that with acqui-
sition of basic brain mapping equipment, awake craniotomy, 
though being practiced in the sophisticated neurological surgery 
centres, will be a viable option in the resource-poor settings.
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Conclusion

Awake craniotomy is commonly practiced in well-established 
neurosurgical facilities across the globe but it should be consid-
ered as an option in resource-poor settings in suitable patients to 
reduce operative morbidity and pressure on the limited human 
and material resources without compromising outcome.

Key messages: The key message is to document the various 
challenges of optimal neurosurgical practice, including awake 
craniotomy, in resource poor setting and to proffer possible solu-
tions. This includes the benefits of modifying awake craniotomy 
to suit the available facilities.
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